The Common Position on Arms Exports in the EU Context

Introduction
The Common Position 2008/944/CFSP enlists eight criteria. These criteria, which are already discussed above, are binding minimum standards. Because these are minimum standards, EU Member states have the opportunity to implement stricter standards in their national legislation. This opportunity, however, has at least one important limitation: Divergent national applications of the Common Position. In this sense, the essential idea of the Common Position as part of a wider plan aimed to ‘harmonize and strengthen the Member States’ policies in the arms exports area’ is not followed up.

Overall, the harmonization also depends on the criterion at stake. Bromley and Brzoska argue concerning criterion 2, that "There has been no increase in harmonization with respect to arms exports to countries deemed problematic [...]". Another author argues that the Code of Conduct (predecessor of the Common Position) has caused striving towards the lowest common denominator. That is, softening strict arms export controls and strengthening loose arms export controls.

In this paper, I will – in order to enable the reader to make a comparison with other EU Member States - discuss the application of and adherence to the criteria of the Common Position of some EU Member States. These Member States are chosen either based upon interesting ways of applying the criteria or controversial arms exports regarding the second criterion.

This paper will first provide brief overviews of the application of each country discussed and then controversial or interesting situations. On this way, the paper enables the reader to compare the situations of different EU Member States and to see whether the Netherlands is more or less strict on the application of the EU Common Position than other EU Member States.
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Section 1: Belgium – The Flemish Region

Belgium has traditionally been regarded as weak in the implementation of arms exports regulations. In 2003, however, it had transposed the EU Code of Conduct into national law. Some argue this was a consequence of the controversial export in 2002: An export of 5500 FN Herstal light machine guns to Nepal, which export license was denied before by Germany because of the well-known and widespread human rights violations and instability in Nepal. A further reform took place in August 2003. The validity of this reform, however, was doubted as it shifts responsibility to the regional authorities on the field of arms export control.

1.1. Application of the EU Common Position in Flanders

In 2012, Flemish authorities revised their legislative provisions in order to comply to a new European regulatory measure. The Government of Flanders aimed to transpose European as well as international regulations into national legislation and developed a “coherent and all-encompassing set of ground rules for an efficient control of the arms trade, taking ethical and economic parameters into account as much as possible”. The result was the draft Flemish Arms Trade Act, which not covered all goods to which a licence was previously necessary. For instance, this Act makes a distinction between trade within the EU (transfer) and trade outside the EU. For transfer, the regime is less severe and sometimes it is even possible to not apply for licenses but just apply existing licenses by authorities. The Brussels-Capital Region followed the Flemish example, but the Walloon Region adopted the already existing federal legislation and revised the procedures for applications. As a result, Belgium does not have uniform legislation on this field.

More specifically, the in – and outside EU division made by the Act changed an important part of the export control from a priori to a posteriori control: the end-use should still be controlled, but
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many transfers no longer need to apply for a license beforehand. However, prior control is still a requirement for transfers for which no general license exists.\textsuperscript{12}

Furthermore, the \textit{catch-all clause} is no longer applicable. According to this clause, products destined to support military actions but which are not mentioned on an European or national list including goods for which licenses are required can on this way easily be licensed on \textit{ad hoc} basis.\textsuperscript{13} Around 75\% of these exports existed of visualization screens, but also software, (parts of) aircraft and vessels.\textsuperscript{14} The \textit{catch-all clause} is still applicable for trade outside the EU. Nevertheless, the clause is formulated in a highly restrictive way. It is only required for exporting “products, used alone or in combination with one another or with other goods, substances or organisms, that can inflict serious harm to persons or goods and that can be used as a means of violence in an armed conflict or a similar situation of violence”.\textsuperscript{15} Therefore, the formulation now emphasizes the nature – instead of the end-use of the products.

When licensing exports, determining the country of destination as well as the end-user is of crucial importance. End-users can either be the government, armed forces, individuals, defence industries or other having interests in arms.\textsuperscript{16} Determining the end-user, however, is very difficult in Flanders given the nature of their arms market. Most Flemish arms companies solely export components, which are ultimately incorporated into larger systems.\textsuperscript{17} In such situations, defence-industries are officially indicated as end-users, but there is no clarity to Flanders about who the ultimate end-user of the final weapon system will be. To illustrate this, since 2006 the Flemish governments imposed \textit{de facto} embargoes on military material/equipment having an end-user in Israel.\textsuperscript{18} It still possible to provide licenses for products to Israel, but only on the condition that it mentions an end-user in a third country. This cumbersome policy is of importance to Flanders because of its industry specifics: an important Flemish defence company is owned by a large Israeli company, so parts of military goods need to be traded between these companies.\textsuperscript{19} This, however, makes the control on end-users highly complicated. There are examples of military equipment ultimately used during attacks in Libya and Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{20} To prevent this way of infringing the export policy, there is
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a clause included in the Trade Act stating possible restrictions regarding re-export. Also, as a consequence to a parliamentary debate, in July 2013 the minister announced to take additional steps on exports to Saudi Arabia. For instance, there should be included an end-user statement for every export to Saudi Arabia, among other stating that the recipient/end-user is only allowed to re-export goods by permission of the Government of Flanders. Also, the export control policy of the country of destination as well as the portfolio of the end-user should be examined by the Government of Flanders.\footnote{Id., p. 18.}

The Flemish government is increasingly becoming more transparent on its licensing process. Since 2005, the reports are not on a general level anymore but now providing more specific details for every application.\footnote{Duquet, N. (2012), Flemish foreign arms trade 2011, Brussels: Flemish Peace Institute, p. 9.} Moreover, the Government is obliged to submit to Parliament a report every six months and it is – although not required – publishing an overview of approved licenses every month.\footnote{Flemish Peace Institute (2006), Advies over transparantie in de rapportage over de Vlaamse buitenlandse wapenhandel, (Advisory note on transparency in reporting on the Flemish foreign arms trade), Brussels: Flemish Peace Institute, p. 9.} It is the task of Parliament to supervise the arms export policy. For instance, it asks the Government in committees about the information they provided in their 6 month reports and requests explanations if necessary.\footnote{Baum, T. and Duquet, N., ‘Flemish Foreign Arms Trade 2013’, p. 22.} Besides in specific committees, questions concerning this policy can also be put on the agenda of plenary sessions. For instance a question asked by Jan Roegiers to minister Peeters on march 27 2013, concerning the growing arms export to the Middle East according to a report of the Flemish Peace Institute. The minister only answered that they are very careful in their application process, had already put some controversial countries on-hold and that the licenses which were issued, were not explicitly prohibited by European regulations.\footnote{Vlaamse parlement, actuele vraag ‘over de groeiende wapenuitvoer naar het Midden-Oosten, naar aanleiding van het rapport ‘Wapenexport naar de Arabische wereld’ van het Vlaams Vredesinstituut’, by Jan Roegiers to Minister Kris Peeters, 27 March 2013, < www.vlaamsparlement.be/plenaire-vergaderingen/870928/verslag/872914> Consulted on 26 May 2015.} On May 29 2013, two questions were asked concerning the increase of arms exports in 2012. Part of the answer of the minister was that it was not true that there are still many exports to Saudi Arabia: only six since the ratification of the Act. And one of them concerned a specific part of airport relief (luchthavenverlichting), which was not mentioned on the European list of military material. This reasoning somehow implies the Flemish compliance with the European regulations, but does not reflect arguments whether the government itself had also carefully considered this application.\footnote{Vlaamse parlement, ‘actuele vraag over de houding van de Vlaamse Regering ten aanzien van de niet-verlenging van het Europese wapenembargo tegen Syrië’ by Karim van Overmeire to minister Kris Peeters and ‘actuele vraag over het standpunt van de Vlaamse Regering ten aanzien van eventuele wapenleveringen naar Syrië’ by Jan Roegiers to minister Kris Peeters, 29 May 2013, < www.vlaamsparlement.be/plenaire-vergaderingen/878419/verslag/880283> Consulted on 26 May 2015.}
The disadvantage of this way of controlling the government is, however, that it is *a posteriori*. The questions concern licenses which were already issued and could thus not be denied anymore. Moreover, the Government may issue many reports, but these reports do not include specific details about why licenses were granted or refused. Therefore, their reasoning is not clear. For instance, the government denied a license concerning metal fuels to Algeria in May 2013, but two months before it accepted the export of equipment to Switzerland having Algeria as end-user.

**Interesting case**

*Gopal Siwakota and NGO’s v. Raad van State*

There is at least one controversial export in Belgium that found its way to justice. Unfortunately, the case itself is not accessible anywhere, so one has to rely on Belgian press releases for information about it. In this case, on September 16 2002, the Nepalese human rights activist Gopal Siwakota, Mouvement Chrétien pour la Paix, Pax Christi, Vrede vzw, Vrouwen in ’t Zwart and Forum voor Vredesactie asked the judge (Raad van State) to suspend an export license concerning FN-Minimí’s to Nepal.\(^{27}\) Considering the unwillingness to comply with the EU Code of Conduct, these organisations and their Nepalese lawyer felt that they had to sue the Belgian State. They were only asking for the correct application of the Arms Trade Act.

According to a report of the European Commission and Amnesty International, there were excessive human rights abuses in Nepal during that time. Mainly due to a major armed conflict. Also, there should be clear evidence that weapons were used by the army and police to violate the human rights. The claimants clearly states which articles were infringed:

- Article 4 of the Arms Act of 1991 which – among other – clearly prohibits the approval of arms export licenses when it is clear that these arms will contribute to human rights abuse. Also, when there is civil war in the country of destination.

- According to the EU Code of Conduct of 1998, arms exports should also prohibited to countries envisaging a clear risk that the weapons will be used for internal repression, can contribute to armed conflicts or extending existing tensions.

Moreover, Gopal Siwakota had been a target of an attack intended to kill people by an unknown group of people in January 2001. Although there was national as well as international pressure to investigate this situation, no investigation into the facts had actually taken place.

On November 28 2002, the Raad Van State dismissed the suspension of this export license.\(^{28}\) The Raad van State did not provide a verdict about the legality of the licenses. They did dismiss the
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interest Gopal Siwakota could have in the export of the FN-Minimi machine guns. They argued that they did not believe the FN-Minimi’s would be used against Gopal. Therefore, he did not have sufficient interest in challenging this decision. Apparently, his interest could only be proved if the arms would effectively be used against him.

All in all, this judgment did not concern the legality of the export license. The Raad van State did only provide arguments about the interest of Gopal Siwakota. The lawyer representing the Belgian State did not provide any argument against the statement that this export license infringed article 4 of the Arms Act.

Also, the divergent applications by the different regions of Belgium can have disastrous consequences. For example, in 2009 Flanders provided a license to the company FN Herstal to export SALW for €11.5 million to Libya. The Belgian State Court ultimately rejected this license, but later on the Walloon government re-approved the licence.
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Section 2: The United Kingdom

In the UK, both the EU regulations and the UK national legislation are applicable. Concerning the national legislation, in October 2000, the *Consolidated EU and National Arms Export Licensing Criteria* (Consolidated criteria) were introduced by the Government. These criteria were a combination of national licensing criteria and the criteria of the EU regulations. The government at that time also reviewed the statutory framework concerning the control of arms exports. This resulted in the *Export Control Act 2002*, which came into force in 2004. Among other, this Act was intended to increase transparency and accountability in the export control regime by limiting the governments’ power to control exports. From then on, the ability to carry out temporary controls were only allowed when approved by Parliament. Also, the government should provide annual reports to Parliament on their control policy, which had to be examined by the Committees on Arms Exports Controls. This act was extensively reviewed in 2007, resulting in the consolidating Export Control Order 2008.

In 2011, just like in other EU Member States, there was much criticism on UK exports to the Middle East. This resulted in a review of the exports at stake and cancelling many licenses. On 18 July 2011, William Hague (at that time Foreign Secretary) announced that “further work is needed on how we operate certain aspects of the controls”. Also in the transparancy of the exporting system. What is more, the statement of the Committees on Arms Exports Controls that there would exist an ‘inherent conflict’ between on the one hand the promotion of exports to controversial countries and on the other hand providing criticism on their protection of human rights, was rejected by the Government.
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Similarly, since July 2014, there have been many requests for an arms embargo concerning the military actions in Gaza. Due to these actions, more than 2000 Palestinians were killed and infrastructure and homes were ruined. Consequently, Prime Minister Cameron stated on the 4th of August 2014 that all relevant export licenses needed to be reviewed. The Department for business, Innovation and Skills informed about the reviews on the 12th of August that year, but not any license appeared to be suspended. Following the report, suspension was only possible if the ceasefire would fail. It did ultimately fail on the 20th of August, but the UK government did not perceive that failure as ‘enough to warrant a suspension’. Twelve particular licenses were the licenses CAAT was most concerned about. In order to receive some clarification, it wrote several letters to the BIS and the government. In particular a letter from the Foreign Secretary Hammond of 19 August 2014 is interesting. It appeared that he had assessed the licenses at stake before the announcement at the 12th of August. According to him, there was no ‘clear risk’ at the time the licenses were issued that they would contribute to human rights – and humanitarian law violations. Accordingly, CAAT lawyers advised not to proceed the legal action, as the chance they would loose was too likely now the procedures had been applied correctly.

**Interesting situations/cases**

The UK does not provide specific information about decisions to grant export licenses. There are a few legal cases in which licenses are refused, but in these cases it only states the relevant criteria.

Unfortunately, there have not been successful legal challenges to approved export licenses yet. The Committee Against Arms Trade (CAAT) attempted to bring judicial reviews. In these reviews, they argued that licensing decisions had not been made according to the Consolidated National Criteria and the EU export licensing criteria. However, they were not able to prove that the government had not followed the correct process.
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1997 case Indonesia
The original case is not accessible on the internet and Ann Feltham of CAAT could neither find the original documents about this case. The aim of this case was to see whether there were grounds to force the government to reassess previously granted export licenses for Hawk aircraft and armed personnel carriers. Ultimately, CAAT was told it was a matter of foreign policy discretion.

2004 case Indonesia
In this case, Leigh Day & Co acted on behalf of mr. Augswandi (an Indonesian human rights activist; now living in London). They claimed that the licensing of exports (specifically: Hawk jets) to Aceh, Indonesia, infringed both UK and EU arms export control policies. Because these policies clearly mention that exports should be blocked if there is a risk they will be used for internal repression.

Moreover, we all know that Indonesia is a human rights abuser for quite some time already. Especially in the region at stake, Aceh, the situation has declined extensively since the military launched an offensive in May 2003. This operation still causes dramatic civilian losses, destruction of infrastructure and a tremendous humanitarian crisis.

On March 29, the High Court in London did not permit a judicial review of the continued UK exports of military material to Indonesia. Since the current Government came into power, however, the UK exports control policy has been reviewed and it is now encapsulated in the Consolidated EU and National Arms Export Licensing Criteria. The criteria for assessing licenses is now statutory guidance under the Export Control Act 2002, which came in force on 30 October 2003. To provide even more proof: The value of UK export licenses to Indonesia rose from £2 million in 2000 to £41 million in 2002.

Still, Mr Justice Leveson kept arguing that there was not enough evidence to proof the government had applied the wrong test when assessing license applications. Nevertheless, Mr Auguswandi, even though he was highly disappointed, still intended to proceed with campaigning against the UK policy concerning arms exports to Indonesia.

Hasan v. Secretary of State
This case concerns a Palestinian landowner living in village in Israel, near Bethlehem. In April 2005, the Israeli forces ended this by destroying the trees, fencing of his land property and taking over the

The original case is not accessible on the internet nor in other documents.
property by stating that it belonged to the Israeli Land Department. He sued the UK for providing export licenses for military equipment to Israel. The claim was originally filed on 15 November 2006. The aim was to overturn the decisions of 28 September 2006 to provide 27 Standard Individual Export Licenses (SIELs) for items on the Military List exported to Israel during the second quarter of 2006. Quarterly reports are made of such decisions, but they are usually not published before the end of the next quarter. So the parties representing the claimant had not been able to receive the information at the moment the claim was filed. Consequently, he wrote a letter asking for review of arms trade to Israel and to suspend licenses for military equipment. The arguments in this letter were based on the ‘Wall Opinion’ from the ICJ which stated that Israel was guilty of serious human rights breaches of Palestinians in occupied territories. So there was a real risk that the articles on the military list – which were exported by the UK – would be used against Palestinians. Therefore, the claimant tried to attack the arms exporting system.

The defendant, however, provided information (he was not obliged to do so) that showed that the exported SIELs were in compliance with the criteria. Mr. Fordham, who was acting on behalf of the claimant, accepted that and consequently that there was no basis for them to challenge the decision.

Therefore, Mr. Fordham filed amended grounds in February 2007: asserting that the UK should be obliged to provide reasons on each export license granted in the quarterly reports, in order to meet the ‘need for transparancy’ and ‘the standards of good administration set by the law’.  

The defence argued that there was no link between the licenses granted and what happened to the claimant. Mr. Fordham, however, argued that although the claimant might not be directly affected, he was as being a Palestinian living in the area to which licenses for arms were granted. Mr. Justice Collins agreed with mr. Fordham that there was sufficient interest: “The claimant as a Palestinian living in a part of the occupied territories affected by Israel’s attempts to contain attacks upon its citizens and so indirectly affected by any trade in military equipment to Israel is not a busybody and has in my view sufficient interest to pursue this claim”.  

The defence did not oppose this.

After discussing the relevant legislation and specific criteria for this export, the focus moves to the transparency of the UK arms export policy. The obligatory reports are provided, but the identification of the export of the SIELs in the quarterly reports does not include more than ‘components for military training aircraft’ or ‘for other equipment which has a military use’. According to mr. Fordham, these reasons are insufficient.

The defense presents evidence of mr. Doddrell, who is responsible for the licensing of exports. He argues that, in relation to the available resources, attention should be paid to the fact that it is not always that simple to assess whether information is too confidential or sensitive to be published. It is very time-consuming. Moreover, while information regarding some licenses might not be that
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sensitive in itself, it could be when it – combined with other information – reveals Government concerns, confidential decisions of allies or other confidential information regarding relationships with other countries. The relevant ministers also said in their annual report in 2005 that “The Government has [...] as much information as possible available to the Committee [...]. “Every effort is made to ensure that as much information as possible is made public.” The defence proceeds by providing more clarity of all steps undertaken to make their policy as transparent as possible and the fact that all relevant questions before it have been answered satisfactorily.

Mr. Fordham moves on by stating that transparency does not only apply that policies are made available to the public, but decisions made in accordance with these policies should be available to the public as well. Mr. Justice Collins agrees that the obligation to provide reasons is an essential part of the common law principle that there should be fairness. He also stated that it is always necessary to refer to the statutory scheme to assess whether – in the absence of it – there should be a requirement to give reasons.

In his conclusion, Mr. Justice Collins argues that the public scrutiny as required by the Act through Parliament is fulfilled by the Quadripartite Committee. Also, even though this Committee can access all necessary sensitive information, it cannot always publish it publicly. It asks for much extra work and Mr. Justice Collins has “no doubt that the law does not require this exercise to be undertaken”.

According to him, judicial review is a remedy of last resort and can only be applied when there is no other appropriate remedy available. Therefore, the judge argues that there is enough transparency. If it would not be the case, the Committee should be asked to comment and as the “ultimate judge” Parliament. Mr. Justice Collins therefore states that this claim must fail.

Particularly interesting in this case is the argumentation of the UK government regarding their adherence to the transparency norms. Also, it seems that they do not prefer to go in-depth on that discussion and prefer to turn the attention on the fact they do comply with the EU regulations, the criteria and the transparency norms.
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Section 3: Interesting situations in other countries

Sweden

Sweden is traditionally considered as a ‘restrictive supplier state’. For a long time, arms exports have even been forbidden. According to the Act of Military Equipment of 1992, however, exceptions are possible if there are ‘security or defence policy reasons’ for the export of military equipment and if the export is in line with Swedish foreign policy. In 2012, the cabinet emphasized in their annual strategic export control the importance of having regard to the human rights situation in the country of destination.

An interesting example of their strict arms export policy and weight they attach to human rights protection, is the following one. During her visit to Saudi Arabia this year, the Swedish minister of foreign affairs was not allowed to provide a speech at the Arabic Liga to ask attention for women rights. She did not accept this and neither did the Swedish population: it caused many protests in Sweden. As a result, Sweden decided to end arms exports to Saudi Arabia. This action shows that – if human rights are taken as seriously as in Sweden – abuses of these rights can be highly influential on arms export policies.

Germany

By exporting arms for more than 360 million Euros on a yearly basis, Germany is the third arms exporter of the world. This does not prevent this country, however, from attaching serious weight to the human rights element in the regulations. Just like Sweden they prohibited arms exports to Saudi Arabia. The exact reasons are not clear, but the minister of foreign affairs, Frank-Walter

54 The Military Equipment Act (1992:1300), Section 1. (Unofficial Translation by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs): ‘This Act covers weapons, ammunition and other matériel designed for military use which constitute military equipment in accordance with regulations issued by the Government. Permits under this Act may only be granted for security policy and defense policy reasons and provided they do not conflict with Sweden’s foreign policy.’<wbr>
Steinmeier publicly criticised the prosecution of the Islam criticizing blogger Raif Badawi. He received corporal punishment for his blogs.\textsuperscript{57}

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, although the EU member states discussed all adhere to the EU regulations and adapted their national policies in accordance to these regulations, there are still many differences between the countries. In short: the aim of harmonizing the arms export policies within the European Union has not been attained yet.

One of the aims of this research question was to discuss the ways of application by EU member states of the second criterion of the EU Common Position, namely the human rights criterion. Unfortunately, the governments do not make their reasons on their application assessment publicly available. This prevented me from comparing the assessments of the different countries. Therefore, attempts are done to compare the different ways EU member states respond to exports to controversial countries. By referring to legal cases where accessible, the media and other relevant sources.

Hopefully, the arguments and information discussed above are useful for research to the application of the EU regulations and EU member states’ ways of responding to human rights violating countries.
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